Bad Houses Workbook

About
There are 12 houses in astrology, and each rule different parts of your
life and personality. But sometimes, these houses may be
challenged, and whatever they rule isn;'t so easy for you.
This workbook outlines 5 of the most common ways one of your
natal houses may have difficulties. Pull out your natal chart and
search for any of the 5!
Don't despair over them - every person has a few challenging
houses. Learn what to do about your own!
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Look for these:
1
2
3

4

5

Mercury, Venus, or Mars
retrograde, Saturn,
Uranus, Neptune, Pluto,
or Chiron houses

The Lunar Nodes in the
houses

Intercepted planets in a
house

The house cusp is
anaretic

The house ruler is
anaretic
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Your chart notes:
01

Do you have Mercury, Venus, or Mars retrograde in your natal
chart? If so, which house(s) is this located?

02

Note the house locations for your natal:
Saturn

Pluto

Uranus

Chiron

Neptune

North Node
South Node

03

Do you have any
intercepted planets? If so,
note the houses they're
intercepted in and the
houses they rule:

04

Do you have any anaretic
planets? If so, note the
houses they houses they rule.
Do you have anaretic house
cusps? If so, note them:
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Mercury, Venus, & Mars
Retrograde Houses
If you're born with Mercury,
Venus, or Mars retrograde, the
house they're located in your
natal chart can get all wonky.
You can struggle with
expression and focus, may feel
delayed and misunderstood,
and there can be many
struggles.
The key with these planets
retrograde is to understand
that they don't operate the
same way as they do for
everyone else. You operate
differently. You have to
embrace that part of your
Mercury, Venus, or Mars
retrograde.
This means the house they
reside in your natal chart also
operates differently. Whatever
areas of life that house rules,
you have to find your own way.
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Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and
Pluto Houses
Saturn

Uranus

The house your natal Saturn
resides usually has lots of
restrictions and lessons you
need to learn. Until you learn
them, you can feel very
limited and have lots of
difficulty with this house, so
don't fight it, and start learning.

The house your natal Uranus
resides usually has some
chaotic energy. Uranus is the
planet of change, so the
areas of life this house rules
are places where you need to
be flexible and start taking
control of positive changes.

Neptune

Pluto

The house your natal Neptune
resides usually has foggy
energy. Neptune is the foggy
planet who clouds our
judgment, so the areas of life
this house rules are places
where you have to ground
yourself, connect to intuition,
and work to be more realistic.

The house your natal Pluto
resides usually has power
and control issues. Pluto rules
power and control, so the
areas of life this house rules
are places where you may
have to fight others to get
control and find personal
power. A transformation may
be needed.
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Chiron & Lunar Nodes Houses
Chiron is the wounded healer in astrology, and shows where we can
have great wounds and be extra sensitive. This is found by both sign
and house location, so the areas of life ruled by the house your natal
Chiron resides may be areas where you've been wounded in a big
way and need to heal, or where you're extra sensitive and need to
have better boundaries.
The Lunar Nodes are spiritual
points, and there's a North
Node and a South Node. The
North Node is your potential
and ultimate purpose, but this
is energy that is unfamiliar, so
we tend to run away from it
because it's uncomfortable.
This means the areas of life
ruled by the house your natal
North Node resides are areas
of life where you run. You have
to force yourself to start
working with it and eventually it
becomes comfortable.
The South Node shows your baggage and emotional crutches, but
it's familiar sow e fall back to it a lot, especially when young. This
means the areas of life ruled by the house your natal South Node
resides are areas where you have bad habits and crutches. You have
to learn better ways of managing stress that are healthy and positive.
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Intercepted Planets in Houses
When a planet is intercepted,
the sign it's in isn't on any of
your house cusps. It's fully
contained in the house that
falls in the previous sign.
Intercepted planets are cut off
energy that manifest
subconsciously.
When a house has an
intercepted planet in it, that
house has big important in
your life, yet operates with a
LOT of subconscious baggage.
There are usually big
subconscious issues
associated with your
intercepted planet,

and this ties into the house
the intercepted planet is
located, along with the sign
the house falls in.
When you see intercepted
planets, know that the house
has outsized importance in
your life and personality, but
it's likely covering up
subconscious issues and
baggage. Dig deeper to find
the baggage, and connect to
your subconscious mind.
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Anaretic Houses & Anaretic
Planets in Houses

The anaretic degree is 29 degrees of
any sign, and when present in the natal
chart, shows areas where you either
play it up TOO much or not at all
(usually the latter). House cusps at the
anaretic degree or houses where
anaretic planets reside show areas
where you can play things up too much
(over the top), or not enough (and are
cut off).
With the anaretic degree, you really
need to find a healthy, positive balance.
You want to use the energy in a healthy,
balanced way.
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About the Houses:
Here's a quick review of what each house rules so you have an idea of
what parts of your life are impacted by these different positions:
1st house:
- the self and body
- new beginnings
- how you come across

7th house:
- the people in your life
- commitment
- balance and fairness

2nd house:
- money
- values
- stability and security

8th house:
- transformations
- what's held deep inside
- shared resources

3rd house:
- communication
- the mind and learning
- immediate environment

9th house:
- higher learning
- expansion
- beliefs

4th house:
- home and family
- emotions
- internal foundation

10th house:
- goals and career
- direction
- responsibility

5th house:
- who and what you love
- dating and romance
- creativity

11th house:
- change
- hopes and dreams
- unconventional

6th house:
- work and work environment
- daily life
- health

12th house:
- what's hidden
- the past
- endings
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Notes:
Make some notes of what you can do with each of your challenging
houses. What do you need to do differently with your Mercury,
Venus, or Mars retrograde house? What lessons do you need to learn
with your Saturn house? How can you be more flexible and take
control of change with your Uranus house? How can you set up
better boundaries and be realistic with your Neptune house? What
can you transform with your Pluto house? What wounds can you
work on with your Chiron house? What discomfort can you embrace
with your North Node house? What bad habits and crutches can you
let go of with your South Node house? What subconscious issues
and baggage can you work on with your intercepted planets houses?
How can you find balance with your anaretic houses?
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Notes:
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the soul astrology masterclass
If you want to explore your natal chart more and find where
your potential and purpose is, along with your greatest
challenges, check out the Soul Astrology Masterclass!

CHECK OUT
THE CLASS
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The Connects
Daily astrology posted on Facebook and Twitter!
facebook.com/
thedarkpixieastrology

twitter.com/
The_Dark_Pixie

Videos on Youtube:

email:
contact@thedarkpixieastrology.com

thedarkpixieastrology.com

Lorem ipsum dolor
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